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Part A 

The IMF’s Unmet Challenges 

An international monetary fundhas been one of the controversial institutionswhose 

interventions are regularly aggravated with passionate reactions. Many authors have claimed on 

the ineffectiveness and unrepresentative nature of IMF and some has argued that IMF is acrucial 

institution.Furthermore, the institution assists in solving the problem associated with 

coordination and commitment to bringing stability to the economy. The institute also acts as a 

trusted advisor to the government.  

In an emergency situation, it provides funding to the countries for overcoming the 

financial distress. Hence, it plays a role of both lender and advisor. It can strengthen the hand of 

national authorities by putting enhancing reforms. But the effectiveness of IMF becomes limited 

when it does not know what to advise andnot able to meet the challenges. Challenges such 

asproper surveillance, type of conditions to be attached with loans provided by IMF, the role of 

IMF in managing sovereign debt crisis and way to govern problems are the main challenges for 

IMF. 

The first challenge as stated above provides for the right manner to be adopted for 

monitoring economic and financial policies of the 188 member countries. There is a greater risk 

involved in stability and advice provided by the body to the countries for adjustment of policies. 

The second challenge is the condition to be attached with IMF loans providing to the countries at 

the time of financial need. There is always disagreement on what type of commitments to be 

required and the reason of imposing a condition on government. The third challenge is the 

management of sovereign debt crisis(Eichengreenand Woods, 2016). There are multiple 

stakeholders,the nonexistence of international agreement for a legal framework andconsiderable 

transaction costs for resolving the sovereign debt crisis.  

A coordination problem is one of the major issueswhen a multilateral institution gets 

involved with the private institution. The IMF must provide assistance when there is sustainable 

government debt and must assistthe restructuring of debt when a burden is not sustainable. This 

pattern of IMF prevents the losses of investors and disturbanceto the economy.Governance 

problem is another challenge which also raises a voice of impartiality of fund.The question is 
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also raised on the members of the IMF on whether they are able to maintain the independence 

and transparency of the institution. Thus all the above challenges are questioning on the 

competency of the body and in case if there will be fund failure thenthere will be a lapse of 

legitimacy. Legitimacy refers to the demonstration of the willingness of the agent to accept its 

recommendation with full authority. The major challenges among all are the surveillance and 

other challenges are on its legitimacy which needed to be addressed effectively.  

As per Article IV, 1994, the IMF must maintain a par value for exchanging foreign 

currencies with the aim of obtaining fund concurrence. Risk and pullovers were a central focus 

for IMF surveillance. A challenge is still there in an integration of macroeconomic with financial 

analysis. IMF addresses the problem of the unstable exchange rate in the year 1930. The central 

purpose of the IMF was to promote the exchange stability and maintain orderly exchange 

arrangements. Further IMF is also continuously working on solving a sovereign debt problem. 

But the process is creating uncertainties for both investors and government. It has been assumed 

that unsustainable debts can threaten the financial stability of domestic and international level 

and is also central to mandate(Eichengreenand Woods, 2016).. It is difficult in deciding which 

debt of a country is sustainable. One of the dilemmas is there in deciding the restructuring of the 

sovereign debts and whether the short-term assistance of IMF is reasonable for meeting the 

excessive debt requirements of the government. There is further difficulty in assessing the debt 

and consideration of political issues to provide emergency loan for restructuring. There are 

worries in relation to spill over of debts which may affect the financial condition and market 

access of other countries.  

In lending funds, the conditions are more concentrated on fiscal and monetary actions but 

are not able to deal with the consequences of exchange rate parity. The areas of business which 

are subject to reform are not subject to IMF mandate. A clarification is still required on the 

position of IMF to be achieved and how exactly will be achieved. The list of IMF program is still 

required to be clarified. There is still uncertainty on the commitment of the government to take 

steps for reformation. The agreement is there with a cutting of salary of the public sector salaries 

for debt sustainability and restoring of financial market access. Assessment of sustainability of 

debt requires good assumptions and growth rate interest which are relevant to debt 

contracts.Problems of governance reform create a doubt on the competency of IMF and 
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impartiality.The decision of all members is critical for increasing the effectiveness and 

legitimacy of the institution. Whenever countries join an IMF, then it requires depositing a 

certain amount of resources as a quota. The voting power is largely dependent on the quota was 

given by the member countries. Major decisions of the IMF are based on the 85percent majority. 

Quota shares are also not altered reflects the fast growth in developing countries and also under 

presentation of the members in the decision-making process of IMF. But the ultimate decision is 

held by the board of governor of IMF(Eichengreenand Woods, 2016).. The reformation of 

governance was recommended in the year 2010 which include doubling of quotas and 

enhancement in the funding power. This had also abolished five largest members to have their 

own executives on board. This cost disadvantageous to certain members. Hence for doubling 

quotas, there were required to contribute more resources to countries. It has further caused a 

great impact on the countries and may need to resort with IMF assistance. There is still need to 

have a good governance structure for better future.  

Part B 

B (I) 

Purchasing power parity theory is an economic theory which involves the comparison of 

the exchange rates of different countries. It tells us the worth of the one currency in another 

country. It tells us what a currency can buy in other economies. As per this concept, the two 

currencies are at the stage of equilibrium if the goods are priced at the same rate in both 

countries(Becker, 2017).There is mainly absolute and relative purchasing power. Absolute PPP 

will assume that there will be no international barriers when a consumer will shift their demand 

in case of lower prices(Alessandria and Kaboski, 2011). Another one is relative which will 

assume the difference in the prices of goods in the basket due to market imperfections. The 

theory of PPP suggests that the purchasing power of consumer will be similar when it purchases 

goods in other nations. In case if there will be a difference in inflation from a foreign country, 

then it will get adjust maintaining the equal purchasing power. The theory further also suggests 

that the currency in the high inflation countries will be weak resulting in the purchasing power of 

goods to be similar.  
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Let us take an example of Pizza in the US can be purchased at $7.25 which is Rupees 250 

in India. So there will be a requirement of two dollars for purchasing pizza in the US. 

Another economic theory is international Fisher effect theory which analysis interest 

rates having present and future risk-free investments and assist in predicting the movement of 

currencies such as treasuries. It considers both interest rates and inflation rates in for predicting 

depreciation and appreciation of the currency(Al-Gasaymeh and Kasem, 2015). This theory is 

independent of other monetary terms such as a change in monetary policy. It works on the 

assumption that if the interest rates of any country will be lower than it there will be less inflation 

and can further result in an enhancement in the real value of the currency in comparison of the 

other nation. Therefore the two components namely expected inflation rate and real interest rate 

are the part of this theory.  

The theory of interest fisher effectsuggests that the forward rate differential will be equal 

to the interest rate differential. Furthermore, the discount or premium of one currency should 

reflect the difference of interest between two currencies. In case of perfect market situation, there 

will be gaining of real value on monitory asset disregarding of the country in which it is held. 

This theory does not match with the practical world(Pelagatti and Colombo,2015). The 

difference in the rate of interest is due to the existence of a set of securities and rate of interest 

chosen may not be a specific rate. If there will be excessive speculation in the market then 

forward exchange rate may even go beyond of the definite rate. The interest arbitrage will also 

not be able to cover the interest rate parity as there will be transaction cost and more control of 

the government in the process of arbitrage. IFE theory is closely related to PPP theory as  

Let us take an example of spot exchange rate of Singapore dollar which is $70 and the 

rate of interest is 11% for one year in the US and 7% in the country Singapore. The spot rate as 

per IFE theory will be $.70*(1+ .0374) which will be $.7262.  

IFE theory is found to be relevant to some Asian countries and sometimes gives an 

average return on the selling futures. PPP theory avoids change in price levelsand its impact on 

prices. Further, the theory fails to offer a satisfactory explanation of fluctuations in the exchange 

rates(Shalishali, 2012).  
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The PPP theory involves the exchange rate to get adjusted with prices levels and also 

reflect the price. The variation in the exchange rates ismore than the inflation differentials. There 

are other factors which are responsible for the influence of the exchange rates. If there will be 

substitutes available then also foreign demand of product will not necessarily change in case of 

inflation.  

The market of derivative involves the selling of gold without holding it actually. In case 

of selling goods for a dollar then there will be lowering of the value of a dollar. No one can 

analyse the reason behind the movement of the market(Pelagattiand Colombo, 2015). The market 

behaviour cannot be defined with just use of PPP theory which involves forecasting based on the 

exchange rate models. The short-term exchange rate movement of euro, yen, and dollar was less 

predictable and requires systematic explanation. Let us take an example of British pound having 

an exchange rate of $1.73, now how will this rate get adjusted as per PPP if United Kingdom 

experiences inflation rate of 7% which is 2% in case of US. According to PPP, the exchange rate 

of a pound will, therefore, depreciate by the rate of 4.7 percent and spot rate will get adjusted 

with $1.73* [1+ (- .0467)] which will be equal to $1.649. 

 Therefore the determination of exchange rates as therein PPT theory will not be reliable 

as there are many other factors equivalent to the change. There is also the applicability of 

balance of payment theory. The change in the currency rates can also not be said to the reactive 

of change in the interest rates as therein IFE theory. Derivatives involve a speculation and 

prevention, mitigation and hedging of the risk associated with foreign exchange rates. An 

investor cannot invest in using both PPP and IEF theory as this can lead to a big loss. If the 

speculation will be based on these theoriesthere will be an uncertainty on the amount of gain and 

loss(Al-Gasaymeh and Kasem, 2015). One needs to consider many other things such as 

government policy, a rate of imports and exports and government fiscal policy.  

B(II) 

Purchasing power parity is considered to be a very simple theory which says that nominal 

exchange rate of two currencies will be equal to the aggregate price levels between two 

countries. This means that unit of one currency will be same purchasing power with that of other 

currency. Due to the involvement of many other factors in fluctuations in currency rates, there 
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can be a use of many derivatives optionsto prevent and hedge foreign exchange risk. Hedging of 

risk will be helpful in the elimination of risk with the adverse movement of currencies.  

One of the best approaches to save from failure of PPP theory is the use of currency 

forward rate. Currency forward rate contract is a non-standardized contract which provides two 

parties to exchange one currency for another at an agreed price, rate and quantity. This forward 

rate of a contractwill be helpful in controlling the high fluctuations in currency. For instance, if 

an importer is going to receive the payment in the UK and there is an expectation that the 

currency of UK will depreciate then there can be a use of forwarding contract fixing the 

ratebefore the transaction(Djenic, et. al., 2012). Now the importer will receive the amount at 

prefixed rate irrespective of the spot rate. Therefore importer will save from any uncertaintyfrom 

the future outcome. With the use of PPP theory, either party will not be able to accurately predict 

the exchange rate but can save themselves from an excessive increase or decrease in currency 

rates.   

When there is unfavourable market and prediction is impossible, then at such vigorous 

condition of the market, the fluctuation can lead to great amount of loss to Companies and even 

government. With the elimination of uncertainty, there will be accurate set up of a budget as the 

value of the transaction will be set before. Therefore, business is able to focus on reaping high 

profits instead of wasting time and efforts in tracking on the fluctuations in the rate of currency. 

Further, the terms of contract, quantity and expiration date are negotiable which offer flexibility 

to the contractor to suit as per their business requirements.  

Another way of protecting from a failure of PPP theory is currency futures. Currency 

futures are a standardized contract and are traded on the exchange rates.This is a quite 

modernized version of the forwarding contract and also considered to be saved due to the 

involvement of the third party(Gupta, 2017).Both buyer and seller have to deliver security 

deposit before entering into a future contract. Ithas enhanced the possibility of matching 

transactions and executes future trading. Default on the part of payment and delivery will be 

eliminated. Further, an escape can also be made with taking positions on the secondary market 

by substitution of another party.  
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There can also be a use of currency option under which the person gets the right to 

purchase and sell the currency at an agreed price and at an agreed time in future. There is no 

compulsion or restriction in exercising the contract. Holder is required to pay a premium to a 

broker who is responsible to execute the orders on behalf of seller and buyer. There is a grant of 

the option by one party to another party and it is right to choose for purchase or sale of currency 

at a specified price at the certain time period. This option will not provide the holder from 

protecting from the fluctuation of currency but also will also provide benefit from moving of 

market in a favourable direction(Gatopoulos and Loubergé, 2013). For instance in case of 

favourable movement of the currency and as per the interest of owner then an escape can be 

made with an opposite transaction or by paying cancellation fees. Companies who are expecting 

to enter into a foreign transaction and especially the dominated transaction. The holder has a 

legal right even if the option expires without trading can sell to any other party in case if there is 

some value.  

IEF theory determines the relationship between interest rate differentials between two 

countries and forward premium. The theory suggests that the value of a currency will get adjust 

in accordance with the difference in the rate of interest(Gupta, 2017). Therefore based on this 

theory there can be a risk in the change in the interest rates as other factors are also responsible 

for the change in the interest rates. In order to protect from such risk, there can be a use of 

Currency Swap. Currency Swap is an agreement between two parties which involves swapping 

of payment of interest and principle. One currency is denominated into another currency with an 

agreed rate of exchange and at a specific time period. At the date of maturity, each party will 

return the swapped principle or interest amount. This technique of derivative is performed for 

earning high amount oninterest or principle than that of existing. For instance, if an American 

business is to expand its operation in Brazil and Brazil Company is planning to enter in US, now 

the US Company may face difficulty in obtaining a loan from Brazil bank and in the same way 

Brazil Company can also face difficulty in attain loan in the USat a favourable rate of interest. 

Both Companies can swap their loans in order to achieve their favourable rate of interest 

payment on the loan amount. At the time of each interest payment, both will exchange their 

currencies.  
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Therefore, Currency Swap will offer both the party to obtain funds at a very low-interest-

rate as compared to foreign banks. The upfront premium in the contract of a swap will also 

reduce the transaction cost. Swap can be employed for hedging risk for a long term. For 

protecting from the risk in a high rate of interest there can be the adoption of interest rate swap 

contract. This contract offers to exchange one stream of payment of interest with other. There 

can also be an exchange of fixed and floating rate of interest(Alessandria and Kaboski, 2011). 

This is one of the most common exchanges of interest rates and also called as vanilla swap. This 

help corporations to manage their floating rate debt liabilities with the exchange of fixed rates. A 

corporation can match their floating rate debt with fixed and can save from loss from the 

fluctuation of the interest rates.  
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